One of the fundamental assumptions of chemical evolution models (CEMs) of the Milky Way (MW) and other spirals is that higher gas accretion rates are expected in the past, and in the inner regions of the Galaxy. This leads to the so-called "inside-out disc formation scenario". Yet, these are probably the most unconstrained inputs of such models. In the present paper, we aim at investigating these main assumptions by studying how gas is accreted in four simulated MW-like galaxies assembled within the ΛCDM scenario. The galaxies were obtained using two different simulation techniques, cosmological setups and initial conditions. Two of them are MW candidates corresponding to the chemodynamical model of Minchev et al. (2013 Minchev et al. ( , 2014 ) (known as MCM) and the Local Group cosmological simulation of Nuza et al. (2014) . We investigate vertical and radial gas accretion on to galaxy stellar discs as a function of cosmic time and disc radius. We find that accretion in the MW-like galaxies seem to happen in two distinct phases, namely: an early, more violent period; followed by a subsequent, slowly declining phase. Our simulations seem to give support to the assumption that the amount of gas incorporated into the MW disc exponentially decreases with time, leading to current net accretion rates of 0.3 − 1 M yr −1 . In particular, accretion timescales on to the simulated thindisc-like structures are within ∼ 5−7 Gyr, consistent with expectations from CEMs. Moreover, our simulated MW discs are assembled from the inside-out with gas in the inner disc regions accreted in shorter timescales than in external ones, in qualitative agreement with CEMs of the Galaxy. However, this type of growth is not general to all galaxies and it is intimately linked to their particular merger and gas accretion history.
INTRODUCTION
Gas accretion is a key ingredient in chemodynamical evolution models (CEMs) aiming at describing the assembly history of galaxies through the chemical imprints of stellar populations. Together with the star formation (SF) law, the assumption of a gas accretion recipe univocally determines the SF evolution of galaxies. Despite its importance, gas accretion is yet one of the least constrained inputs of such models. Moreover, CEMs of the Milky Way (MW) have shown that a significant number of observables are directly affected by assumptions on gas accretion rates and its temporal and E-mail: snuza@iafe.uba.ar radial dependencies. In particular, CEMs matching a large number of Galactic observational constraints assume either exponential or Gaussian accretion rates (e.g., Matteucci & Francois 1989; Prantzos & Aubert 1995; Chiappini et al. 1997; Portinari & Chiosi 1999; Fenner & Gibson 2003; Chiappini et al. 2001; Chiappini 2009; Mollá et al. 2016) . Another key assumption of CEMs is that the thin-disc of the Galaxy is postulated to form from the inside-out, i.e. the number of newly born stars per unit time has to decrease towards disc outskirts. This is usually modelled assuming a shorter infall timescale for the inner regions of the disc (e.g., Chiappini et al. 2001; Hou & Prantzos 2001; Hou et al. 2002) , together with a radial dependence of the star formation efficiency (for the classical chemical evolution results on abundance gradients see e.g. , Pagel 2009; Matteucci 2012; Stasińska et al. 2012) . These set of assumptions are key to provide CEMs successfullly reproducing observed present-day abundance gradients in the Galactic disc, as well as photometric properties of galaxies similar to the MW (Boissier & Prantzos 1999) . Some degeneracy with additional model assumptions (e.g., temporal or radial variations in the initial mass function, modelling of galactic winds, etc.) may exist, but their inclusion does not seem justified given current observational constraints.
More recently, with the advent of asteroseismology, and in particular thanks to the CoRoT satellite mission (Baglin et al. 2006) , it has been possible to constrain the time-evolution of the abundance gradients in the MW (Anders et al. 2017a,b) . This key new observational constraint is well reproduced by the chemodynamical model of Minchev et al. (2013 Minchev et al. ( , 2014 (hereafter MCM13, MCM14) , that combines the chemical modelling provided by CEMs with the dynamical information of N-body simulations. The reason for this agreement can be attributed mainly to the following: (i) the inside-out formation of the disc in their hybrid-model approach adopts the prescriptions of Chiappini (2009) for the MW thin-disc, and (ii) the dynamically self-consistent stellar radial migration is taken from a simulated galaxy (Martig et al. 2012 ) that contributes to flatten the original gradient of the oldest stars.
Further constraints come from large spectroscopic surveys, which have also shown present-day chemical abundance gradients to flatten with increasing height from the Galaxy's midplane (e.g., Chen 2012; Boeche et al. 2013 Boeche et al. , 2014 Anders et al. 2014; Hayden et al. 2014; Minchev 2015) . Again, these rather new constraints are readily explained by the MCM13 and MCM14 chemodynamical model (see also Minchev et al. 2016 for more details and comparison with other observational constraints). In this respect, the variation of SF histories as a function of cosmic time and galactocentric distance is essential to reproduce chemical abundance diagnostic diagrams as, for instance, the classical [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] plot (see Anders et al. 2014, 2017a, and references therein) .
From the observational side, some new constraints on current gas accretion rates over galaxies similar to the MW have been established, but they are mostly indirect. For instance, Rocha-Pinto et al. (2000) proposed that the empirical age-metallicity relation and the SF history (SFH) of the MW allow an estimate of the time variation of gas mass, which could lead to an estimate of gas accretion evolution. Fraternali & Tomassetti (2012) use a modeldependent method (without the use of chemical information) to derive gas infall rates in spiral galaxies as a function of time and galactocentric distance, applied to 21 galaxies from the THINGS survey (Walter et al. 2008 ) and the MW. For the latter, the authors find a general good agreement with conclusions coming from pure CEMs. The existence of a gas-reservoir around galaxy-size haloes has been long suggested by numerical simulations (see e.g., Nuza et al. 2014 , for a thorough comparison between observations and simulations of the MW and Andromeda gaseous halo components) and it was recently confirmed observationally in some nearby spirals (e.g., Thilker et al. 2004; Gentile et al. 2013) . These kind of observations, together with that of high-velocity clouds in the Galaxy (e.g., Richter et al. 2017) , provide estimates for the total gas mass in the halo and current accretion rates.
Nevertheless, a precise derivation of past accretion or ejection rates in galaxies is extremely difficult to obtain, either from observations or first principles, calling for the use of hydrodynamical simulations in a cosmological framework with enough resolution and reliable feedback modelling (important to constrain the role of outflows). Current zoom-in, high-resolution, cosmological simulations of MW-like systems are broadly consistent with a large number of chemical, dynamical and structural properties of galaxies (e.g., Guedes et al. 2011; Dubois et al. 2013; Stinson et al. 2013; Aumer et al. 2014; Genel et al. 2014; Hopkins et al. 2014; Marinacci et al. 2014; Naab et al. 2014; Wetzel et al. 2016; Grand et al. 2017) . However, the relative contribution of the different feedback processes shaping them (e.g., supernova vs. black hole vs. radiation pressure vs. cosmic ray feedback) is still under debate (e.g., Scannapieco et al. 2012) . For MW-mass systems, the release of energy and chemical elements by supernovae plays a crucial role in their formation and evolution, enriching the interstellar medium and circulating material between the thin disc and galactic halo components (Scannapieco et al. 2008) . Although recycled gas seems to be underdominant in comparison to gas directly accreted from the intergalactic medium, this has not been yet studied in detail and might have consequences for CEMs.
Using the chemical evolution approach, Chiappini et al. (1997 Chiappini et al. ( , 2001 ) demonstrated that a model assuming two main accretion episodes for the formation of the Galaxy gives a reasonable description of observations both in the solar neighborhood and the whole disc. According to this model, during first infall, primordial gas is rapidly accreted giving rise to the formation of spheroidal components (i.e., stellar halo and bulge) of the Galaxy. This episode is followed by a smoother infall period of fresh gas in much longer timescales resulting in the inside-out formation of the thin-disc component. Recently, by analysing a sample of MW-like systems in the EAGLE cosmological simulation, Mackereth et al. (2018) found that a two-infall model of the kind described above may provide a plausible explanation for the bimodality observed in [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] distribution, although the usual approximation of instantaneous mixing of star-forming gas in CEMs can lead to some discrepancies.
In this paper, we compute gas flows on to galactic discs of a set of simulated MW-like systems and study their gas accretion history in relation to the usual assumptions of CEMs. We consider the exchange of gas between the stellar disc and its surroundings, as well as radial migration within the disc. Our sample consists of four MW-like galaxies from Martig et al. (2012) and Nuza et al. (2014) plus a rescaled version of one galaxy of the former following the procedure of MCM13 and MCM14. These galaxies correspond to two different simulation suits, each of them with their own advantages and shortcomings, that serve to gauge the variance in existing self-consistent galaxy formation models. However, the discussion concerning the detailed modelling of the physics of accreted gas in simulations is out of the scope of this paper. For a recent discussion on the subject see e.g., Nelson et al. (2016) and references therein.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the cosmological simulations used to obtain the MW-like galaxies analysed in this work, their properties and the main differences between the two galaxy formation models. In Section 3 we describe the method used to compute gas fluxes on to the simulated stellar discs. Results are presented in Section 4, where we focus on gas fluxes and accretion patterns vs. cosmic time and radius for material coming from directions perpendicular and parallel to the disc plane. Finally, in Section 5 we summarise and discuss our results.
COSMOLOGICAL SIMULATIONS
We analyse four galaxies labeled g37, g106, MW c and M31 c , which were obtained using two different simulation techniques, cosmological setups and initial conditions. Galaxies g37 and g106 are obtained assuming a WMAP-3 cosmology. They belong to the Martig Figure 1 . Face-on (upper panels) and edge-on (lower panels) density maps of the stellar (left) and gaseous (right) discs for the four simulated galaxies considered in this work. Figure 2 . Flow chart illustrating the matching of particles between snapshots. We cross-checked particles within two consecutive simulation outputs corresponding to times t and t + ∆t, where ∆t is the timestep. Three cases are considered: i) particles belonging to both files (matched); ii) those in snapshot i but not in i + 1 (unmatched), and iii) those in snapshot i + 1 but not in i (unmatched Scannapieco et al. 2015 ) that were extracted from a WMAP-5 cosmological simulation of the Local Group. As a result, these galaxies reside in an environment more similar to the actual one. The main properties of each model galaxy at z = 0 are shown in Table 1 . The latter also includes a scaled-down version of g106, referred to as g106r, that was used as a MW candidate by MCM13 and MCM14 in their Galactic chemodynamical model. More details concerning the galaxies, as well as the main assumptions and techniques adopted to perform each simulation, can be found below.
g37 and g106
These galaxies are selected from the larger galaxy sample of Martig et al. (2012) . The simulation technique involves basically two steps (see Martig et al. 2009 , for technical details). First, a darkmatter-only simulation is performed in a box of 20 h −1 Mpc on a side using the adaptive mesh refinement RAMSES code (Teyssier 2002) to extract merger and accretion histories for the target haloes. Some properties such as time, mass, velocity and spin of incoming satellites are then stored. In the second step, a new simulation is performed in which each halo recorded in the dark-matter-only run is replaced by a model galaxy made up of gas, stars and dark matter particles. Similarly, each diffuse particle of the cosmological simulation is replaced with a blob of higher-resolution gas and dark matter particles. These model 'seed' galaxies are made up of a disc containing gas and stars, a stellar bulge and a dark matter halo following analytic prescriptions for the profiles in each case.
The stellar mass of a galaxy in the simulation is set according to the Moster et al. (2010) relation as a function of halo mass and redshift. All model galaxies are assumed to be disc galaxies without a bulge, except for the most massive haloes with M vir > 10 11 M at z < 1, in which case the mass of the bulge is set to 20% of the stellar mass. The gas content in the disc is also set according to an analytic scheme: at z < 1, the gas fraction (with respect to the total baryonic mass) is 0.3 for small galaxies (M vir < 10 11 M ) and 0.15 for the massive ones. At higher redshifts, the gas fraction is chosen independently of the total mass, and is set to 0.5 for 1 < z < 3 and 0.7 for z > 3. No hot gas halo is included, which should be a sensible approximation only for halo masses lower than a critical mass of ∼10 12 M , which is required for virial shocks to be stable (e.g., Birnboim & Dekel 2003) .
The resimulation starts at z = 5 inside a region of radius 800 kpc, i.e. spanning a few times the virial radius value of the main galaxy at z = 0, and follows its evolution down to the present epoch. The mass resolution is set to 1.5 × 10 4 M for gas, 7.5 × 10 4 M for stars and 3.5 × 10 5 M for dark matter. Note that in these simulations there are no particles outside the 800 kpc sphere. Gas dynamics is modelled with a sticky-particle scheme including also the effect of star formation, (kinetic) supernova feedback and the continuous mass loss rate from stars (see Martig et al. 2012 and references therein for details on the modelling of these processes).
The target haloes are selected in such a way that they inhabit relatively isolated environments at z = 0, i.e. no halo more massive than half of their mass can be found within 2 Mpc and they are, at least, at a distance of 6 Mpc from one of the four most massive haloes in the simulation. Therefore, by construction, the target haloes are located in underdense regions with typical environmental density between that of the centre of voids and the LG. As a result, the merger history of the target haloes displays a relatively quiet behaviour with none or few significant mergers at late times. In particular, g37 shows a quiescent history 1 : all interactions at z 1.5 are 'minor', displaying stellar mass ratios smaller than 1:50. The situtation is similar for g106 which has only one 'major' merger at z ∼ 0.7 with a stellar mass ratio of 1:5. Such a quiet merger history promotes the formation of galaxies with dominant stellar discs.
The main advantage of this numerical technique is the low computation time needed to perform the resimulations. This allows to increase the mass resolution at a lower computational expense. Also, the fact that the evolution of the main galaxy is decoupled from the expansion of the universe keeps the physical resolution constant as a function of time at no additional cost. The most important drawbacks are related to the large number of free parameters needed to model the seed galaxies; the ad-hoc distribution of gas within the lagrangian region, and the treatment of hydrodynamics using a sticky-particle model that poorly treats the hot gas phase in haloes with masses above the critical ∼10 12 M value. This limitation implies that the main accretion mode for g37 and g106 consists of cold gas coming from neighboring filaments.
MW c and M31
c In our study we also analyse the MW and M31 candidates of Nuza et al. (2014) which have been extracted from a simulation of the LG performed within the context of the CLUES project 2 . The simulation is run using the Tree-PM Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics GADGET-3 code (Springel 2005; Springel et al. 2008 ) including modules for star formation, metal-dependent cooling, chemical enrichment, (thermal) supernova feedback, a multiphase model for the gas component and a UV background field (see e.g., Scannapieco et al. 2015 , and references therein, for details concerning the modelling of these processes).
The initial conditions (ICs) reproduce, by construction, the Table 1 . Properties of the simulated galaxies at z = 0. The columns show virial mass, virial radius, stellar mass (within optical radius), optical radius, bulge-to-total ratio and references. known dynamical properties of the local Universe at the present day within a dark-matter-only periodic box of 64 h −1 Mpc on a side (see Yepes et al. 2014 , for details on the method and the type of constraints used). The simulation starts at z = 50 inside a zoomed-in sphere of 2 h −1 Mpc radius, located at the center of the box, containing so-called high-resolution gas and dark matter particles with a mass of 5.6 × 10 5 M and 2.8 × 10 6 M respectively. The size of this region is large enough to comprise the large-scale distribution of gas in the LG associated to the MW and M31 galaxy candidates during their evolution. Additionally, this also ensures that the transition between the low-and high-resolution zones occurs away from the position of the target galaxies thus decreasing the chances of contamination with low-resolved particles in the region of interest.
As galaxies evolve, the influence of the LG environment on the formation of galaxy candidates is taken into account 3 . As a result, gas inflows are consistently included in the simulation, eventually giving rise to the formation of stellar discs in a natural way. This cosmological setup enables us to test the assembly history of a Milky Way-type galaxy without introducing any other simplifying assumptions, i.e. no ad-hoc prescriptions for the gas distribution, merger trees and/or 'seed' galaxies at early times are assumed. As shown by Nuza et al. (2014) both 'cold' an 'hot' accretion modes are considered throughout the evolution with warmhot material significantly contributing to the accreted mass budget. This is clearly the main advantage of full cosmological simulations such as the present one, although, in this case, model consistency is achieved at the expense of a lower numerical resolution.
At z = 0, the target haloes inhabit an environment similar to that of the actual LG. The two main galaxies in this region, labelled MW c and M31 c , are separated by a distance of 652 kpc and are approaching each other with a radial velocity of −138 km s −1 , resembling the actual MW-M31 system. However, it is worth noting that, as the constraints in the ICs can only be imposed on large scales, the properties of the simulated MW c and M31 c will not necessarily reproduce in detail those of the actual ones.
The more realistic LG scenario in this simulation suggests that the merger history of the target galaxies has to be more active than in the g37 and g106 cases. In fact, at z < 1, MW c undergoes four 'intermediate' mergers: two at z = 0.81 and 0.03 with a stellar mass ratio of 1:20; one at z = 0.6 with a ratio of about 1:10, and one at z = 0.29 with a ratio of 1:50. M31 c undergoes two 'intermediate' mergers at z = 0.82 and 0.32 with a stellar mass ratio of 1:20, and two 'major' mergers at z = 0.28 and 0.25 with a stellar mass ratio of about 1:4 and 1:3, respectively (see Table 2 of Scannapieco et al. 2015) . In particular, these two last 'major' mergers are responsible of significantly reducing the growing stellar disc of the simulated M31 c leading to a z = 0 bulge-to-total ratio larger than for the actual M31. However, this characteristic is not relevant for our study as here we are only interested in studying the evolution of gas accretion onto MW-size haloes regardless of the detailed properties of the resulting stellar discs.
The stellar and gas densities for the simulated galaxies at the present time can be seen in the left and right columns of Fig. 1 respectively, where we show the first four galaxies in Table 1 (from top to bottom). Galaxy g106r is not shown as it is just a scaleddown version of g106. Every panel depicts both face-and edge-on views in the reference frame corresponding to the stellar or gaseous discs; meaning that their orientation defines the xy-plane of the systems for each component (see Section 3.1). As expected, g37 and g106 galaxies display a very thin and large stellar disc (see R opt in Table 1 ) which is always aligned to the gaseous one at late times. In addition, the bulge counterpart is small. This is not always the case for the CLUES galaxies owing to the larger number of interactions undergone by them evidenced, for instance, by the presence of warps in the gas distribution. This indicates that considering target galaxies in the right environment can play an important role in the final galaxy properties.
COMPUTING GAS FLUXES
The flux of particles per unit time at an arbitrary surface S is defined as
where N is the number of particles crossing the area S and ∆t is the time interval considered. Ideally, one would like to sample this function in a continuous way. However, simulations only provide a discrete set of output files indicating the spatial and kinematical information of the gas particles. It is possible to think of these outputs as a collection of pictures, or snapshots, of the simulated system at different stages in its evolution. Therefore, in order to compute the flux of gas particles as a function of time using Eq. 1, we need to know the particle trajectories between the different snapshots. In this way, we will be able to compute the approximate crossing time and position of gas particles accross any given surface. As a first approximation, one could think of estimating particle trajectories using a linear path between snapshots if the corresponding time interval is small enough. However, this approximation cannot be adopted in our case, mainly because the collisional nature of gas can significantly depart particles from a linear trajectory. In addition, gas particles may appear or disappear from the studied region, e.g. after being ejected as a result of supernova feedback or, eventually, transformed into a star particle if the conditions for star formation are fulfilled.
A schematic view of all possible cases between two consecutive output files can be seen in Fig. 2 , where gas particles have been divided among those found in both snapshots (matched particles) and those without a matched counterpart (unmatched particles). For the sake of simplicity, when computing the fluxes, we will ignore unmatched particles as there is no obvious way to track their trajectories. Fortunately, this type of particles only represents a small fraction of the total number ( 1 − 5%, depending on the simulation) for most of the evolution; specially after the first accretion episode.
Once we have identified the particles belonging to all consecutive output files, we calculate their acceleration using the initial and final positions in order to track the trajectories more precisely. This allow us to estimate the spatial and time coordinates of all particles crossing the stellar disc boundary by dividing the time interval between snapshots into smaller timesteps. In the next section, we will present more details concerning the choice of coordinate system and the flux calculation.
Defining the surfaces
We follow the accretion history of our simulated galaxies adopting, in each case, a coordinate system aligned to the total angular momentum of the stellar discs. In this way, we are able to follow the orientation of the galaxies as they evolve to determine the amount of material flowing across the vertical and radial directions with respect to the plane defined by the stellar discs. Therefore, at any given cosmic time, a flat cylinder comprising the rotationally supported stellar component in the z = 0 plane is adopted. The cylinder is divided into several rings of radius r i and width ∆r to study the radial dependence of flux up to a distance R d . The vertical coordinate z i of the cylinder goes from −z d to z d , where z d defines the cylinder's height. We note that, at very early times, vertical and radial directions are essentially indistinguishable as only weak rotational support is achieved by the stellar component at these stages. Fig. 3 shows a scheme depicting the adopted reference frame as well as the gas fluxes across the radial and vertical directions; F z (in) and F z (out) represent the flux of infalling and outflowing material across the arbitrary surfaces S z , whereas F r (in) and F r (out) stand for the flux across the surfaces S r , i.e. inwards and outwards towards the galactic centre. Thus, using the flux definition given by Eq. 1, we can compute the time-dependent particle fluxes as function of radius as follows
where N z and N r are the number of particles crossing the surfaces during time ∆t, defined by the timestep between two consecutive output files (see Figs. 2 and 3) . In what follows, we will convert all fluxes to (physical) units of M Gyr −1 pc −2 by transforming the corresponding particle number into mass. If all gas particles have the same mass resolution this is a straightforward task; otherwise, we must integrate over particle masses as they cross the surfaces of interest.
The amount of mass deposited on an arbitrary surface S i during a certain period of time can be written aṡ
where F m,i represents the inflowing/outflowing gas mass flux accross surface S i as computed from Eqs. 2 and 3. The integrated mass deposition over the entire disc can be simply calculated by summing up the contributions of the different elements, i.e.
where n ≡ R d /∆r is the total number of surfaces, R d is the adopted disc radius and ∆r is the width of the radial bins shown in Fig. 3 . It is important to emphasize that -inspired in the framework adopted by CEMs-we are using cylindrical coordinates to check how much gas is flowing through the disc. A direct comparison with other gas accretion studies (e.g., Peek et al. 2008; Joung et al. 2012; Ceverino et al. 2015 ) must be performed with care since gas infall is usually measured adopting spherical coordinates, i.e. no prefered direction is considered.
Setting the cylinder's size
To perform the flux calculations, we adopt R d = 50 kpc and z d = 2 kpc for the radius and the z-coordinate's range of the cylinder respectively (see Fig. 3 ). The latter gives a cylinder's height of 4 kpc which is large enough to encompass the vertical distribution of simulated disc stars. The influence of varying this parameter on the results is discussed in Appendix A. The cylinder's radius is deliberately chosen larger than the optical radii of the galaxies at z = 0 in order to compute gas fluxes beyond the radial extension of the stellar discs. Normalized logarithm of gas fluxes as a function of time and radius for the four simulated galaxies (from top to bottom). The normalization is performed using the peak infall value of each component. The bulge-to-total stellar mass ratio of each galaxy at z = 0 is also indicated.
RESULTS
In this Section, we investigate the behaviour of the vertical and radial gas fluxes (inflowing and outflowing) as a function of time and radius. Note that, according to our definition, all fluxes are positive. In what follows, we define net flow rates as the difference between the infall and outflow fluxes, such that a positive value indicates a net gas infall.
Vertical and radial gas fluxes vs. time and radius
In order to have a first, qualitative view of the vertical and radial flow patterns of our simulated galaxies, we show, in Fig. 4 , the colour-coded logarithm of gas fluxes defined by Eqs. 2 and 3, where the horizontal and vertical axes indicate the cosmic time and disc radius, respectively. In this figure, colours represent flux values, normalized to the peak infall value of each galaxy, in order to identify the radii and times of the dominant gas flows. This procedure is performed separately for every flux component showing the vertical (radial) patterns in the left-hand (right-hand) panels.
The first column of Fig. 4 shows the vertical gas infall of our four simulated galaxies, indicating that gas inflows are higher both at early times -the first gigayears of evolution-and at the innermost radii. At later times, the accretion is smoother, as well as extended in radius. This general behaviour is shared by all of our galaxies. However, it is clear that there are some qualitative differences between the two sets of simulations. In the CLUES galaxies, the accretion activity at late times is larger than for g37 and g106, as a result of the richer environment where they reside. Some of these accretion episodes are driven by 'intermediate' (see e.g. the significant infall in MW c at t ∼ 7 Gyr) and 'major' mergers; in contrast to the 'minor' ones taking place in g37 and g106 for most of their evolution (see Section 2.2). In particular, M31 c experiences several massive mergers after z = 1, seen as infall peaks at t ∼ 8 Gyr and t 10 Gyr, (see also Fig. 6 of Scannapieco et al. 2015 ) that disrupt the stellar disc and produce a bulge-dominated galaxy at the current epoch. Enhanced accretion in these simulations can also occur as a result of fountains triggered by feedback, as gas moves out from the disc owing to energy ejected during SN explosions to be reaccreted later.
The outflow of gas in the vertical direction is shown in the second column of Fig. 4 . Outflows can be generated both by SN explosions and/or by the passage of orbiting satellites. There is a significant correlation between inflow and outflow vertical patterns, possibly produced by the birth of stars in inflowing disc regions. This is more pronounced in the case of g37 and g106 owing to the poor treatment of the hot gas phase in these galaxies that prevents the mixing of gas phases. Note that, in the simulations, the particularities of our two galaxy formation models can in fact lead to differences in the behaviour of the gas components. Ultimately, the rate of mass deposition in galaxy discs will depend on the interplay between gas inflows and outflows as it will be shown below.
The last two columns of Fig. 4 show the normalized inward and outward radial maps. Interestingly, radial and vertical flows are correlated. This is expected as gas falling on to the central galaxy regions will, in general, cross the boundaries of the cylinder in all directions. For the radial flows, we also detect higher gas fluxes at earlier times and small radii, although they are less concentrated in time compared to the vertical ones. Whereas in galaxies g37 and g106 the behaviour of the radial flows is smoother -slowly increasing in radius as time elapses-for the CLUES galaxies the radial accretion is more episodic; particularly at intermediate and late times. This is produced by the fact that, after the first infall event, accretion of material in g37 and g106 is less violent than in the CLUES simulation. As a result, the former are able to develope larger and denser gaseous discs at the present time.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we quantitatively compare the gas flows for our simulated galaxies as a function of time for various radial bins. Besides the inflow and outflow patterns in each component (lefthand panels), we also show the net flux, i.e. F i (in) − F i (out), such that a positive value indicates a pure gas inflow (right-hand panels).
The first thing to notice is that, quite generally, gas inflows are larger than outflows for most of the evolution. For all simulated galaxies, both the vertical and radial flows are dominated by the smallest radii, up to about 6 kpc from their centre. Additionally, vertical inflows at these radii are always dominant compared to radial flows; except for the very central regions at early times, where, although smaller, they are more similar. Our results show that radial flows remain small for most of the evolution but that show a significant net inward flux at early times in agreement with MCM14 (see their Fig. 12 ). Nevertheless, net inward fluxes are boosted during merger events at small and intermediate radial distances. Note also that, in the case of g37, the radial inflow within 2 kpc is very pronounced and it is spread over a wide time interval, which is suggestive of the strong bar formed in this galaxy.
Galaxy g37 is the one with the highest vertical infall values at early times, followed by g106, MW c and M31 c , which might reflect the particular environment they inhabit and the halo mass variation in each galaxy formation model 4 . In the case of net radial flows, the situation is similar for all galaxies; although net flows at later times can be different, both in terms of their shape and magnitude. This is because, at late times, the formation history of a galaxy can significantly alter the accretion patterns, particularly in the presence of mergers, which are easily seen as flux enhancements. As already mentioned, this is fairly evident in CLUES but it can also be seen in g106 at t ∼ 7 Gyr, which corresponds to the only significant merger during its entire lifetime. Note that, even if satellite galaxies are not extremely gas-rich (as it is, in fact, the case of our CLUES simulations; see Scannapieco et al. 2015) , and regardless of whether they fly-by or merge with the central galaxy, their interaction can drive gas inflows towards its center.
Our finding of higher accretion flux for earlier times and smaller radii is in agreement with the so-called 'inside-out' disc formation scenario, in the sense that an early, strong infall leads to the formation of the inner region of the galaxy in a short timescale, followed by a subsequent, smoother growth of the gaseous disc, eventually allowing the formation of a stellar disc (e.g., Larson 1976; Brook et al. 2012) . We note, however, that the stellar component will not necessarily directly follow gas accretion history as, although star formation depends primarily on gas density, it is also influenced by feedback effects in a non-trivial manner. In this work we are mainly interested in studying gas inflow patterns on to the self-consistently evolved stellar disc that may eventually serve as fuel for star formation. Therefore, it is out of the scope of this paper to quantify how much of the accreted material is transformed into stars and ends up building the stellar disc. Figure 7 . Time-integrated infall and outflow fluxes (left-hand panels) and resulting net infall (right-hand panel) vs. radius for the simulated galaxies computed using Eq. 6. Both vertical and radial components are shown as solid and dashed lines respectively. Vertical dashed lines in the right-hand panels correspond to galaxy optical radii.
Averaged fluxes
In this Section we focus on gas flows in the simulated galaxies studying separately their radial-and time-dependencies. As seen above, the picture may appear complex if we look at the flux as a function of time and radius, F i (r, t). In order to simplify this view, we integrate the infall (inward) and outflow (outward) fluxes in time and radius, producing two averaged flux functions that can be easily interpreted. After integrating in time and dividing by the total time spanned by the simulation, we obtain the following radialdependent function
where for each annulus of radius r we sum the flux at each timestep ∆t over the entire time interval T . Thus, for a given radius, this function is proportional to the time-integrated mass per unit area in an arbitrary surface S i . Similarly, for the radially-averaged temporal flux we can write
which is simply the flux version of Eq. 5 divided by the corresponding total surface area. If cylinder's caps are considered the resulting function is proportional to the total mass accretion rate on to the disc plane at a given time. If, instead, radial surfaces are used, Eq. 7 provides a measure of the mass flow rate in the plane of the disc at a given cosmic time.
The left-hand panels of Fig. 7 show gas infall and outflow vs. radius as obtained from Eq. 6 for the four simulated galaxies. As before, in the right-hand panel, we also plot the resulting net infall. Both vertical and radial mean flows are shown. These plots demonstrate that gas infall accross the disc can be reasonably well described by an exponential law as also shown by Peek et al. (2008) . Moreover, decreasing fluxes with radius are consistent with the inside-out picture introduced in the previous section, showing that, during the whole evolution, more material is being accreted in the inner regions than in the outskirts. It is interesting to notice that, even beyond the optical radii, i.e. r 15 − 35 kpc, gas is still being accreted in small amounts, which is consistent to the findings of Sommer-Larsen et al. (2003) . However, net vertical infall patterns complicate this picture, as they are typically noisier owing to the interplay between inflowing and outflowing material in certain disc regions. Interestingly, three out of four of our galaxies, show that net infall fluxes decrease significantly close to the edge of stellar discs, suggesting that star formation beyond these radii is less efficient.
The radial dependence of gas flows is similar in all galaxies although displaying different slopes. Radial inward and outward flux values are typically smaller than vertical ones, except for the very central regions, where they can be of the same order. In general, net radial and vertical fluxes show similar magnitudes. In terms of radial mass deposition within a given disc radius, M r (< r), this is mostly relevant for the central regions, i.e. at r < 4 kpc for our fiducial z d value, being subdominant in comparison to net vertical mass inflows. In addition, there is a clear change of regime beyond the optical radius, with radial slopes getting shallower in three of our galaxies. This indicates that, beyond stellar discs, radial fluxes become roughly constant, eventually overtaking vertical ones at large radii.
The time dependence of the infall in galaxies has been shown to be much more complex. Sommer-Larsen et al. (2003) and Fraternali & Tomassetti (2012) found that the gas accretion history is in agreement with an exponential decay function. It is worth noting that these authors have reached the same conclusion after considering different accretion scenarios. For instance, Sommer-Larsen et al. (2003) assumed that the cooling of hot coronal gas is responsible for the gas accreted onto the galactic disc. However, this mechanism has been challenged by invoking thermal instability effects in the corona (Binney et al. 2009; Nipoti 2010) . On the other hand, Fraternali & Tomassetti (2012) obtained a smooth exponential accretion law by modelling the star formation rate (SFR) using the Kennicutt-Schmidt law, i.e. only considering gas actively involved in star formation, thus ignoring the bulk of the accretion. There is no unique explanation able to reproduce the accretion history of gas in an unbiased way. Moreover, several mechanisms are probably taking place simultaneously as suggested by numerical simulations (e.g., Nuza et al. 2014) . In this work, we do not make any prior assumption about how gas is deposited on to the disc. We only use kinematic information provided by the hydrodynamical simulations to derive the infall flux, regardless of the mechanism responsible for the accretion. Therefore, within the limitations of Figure 9 . Vertical infall (top panels) and net (bottom panels) gas accretion rate vs. cosmic time for our two MW galaxy candidates (see section 4.3). Solid lines are best fit exponentials:Ṁ i (t) = A i exp −t/τ i , where A i is a normalization constant and τ i is the decay timescale, for t > t 0 . Best-fitting timescales and adopted t 0 (vertical dotted lines) values are shown. Arrows indicate the occurrence of significant merger events.
the simulations, we believe that gas kinematics can be used to derive a coherent picture of the total accretion history of our MW-size objects in a reliable way. Fig. 8 shows the time dependence of gas fluxes computed using Eq. 7 for the four simulated galaxies. Both vertical and radial flux contributions are considered. The left-hand panel shows that radial fluxes are smaller than vertical ones during a significant fraction of the evolution (see also Figs. 5 and 6). After first infall, net flows show the same tendency for all galaxies developing a significant stellar disc at the end of the simulation and with vertical-toradial flow ratios of about 2. Interestingly, this tendency reverses for g106 at t 10 Gyr, i.e. well beyond the formation of the stellar disc in this simulation, when vertical accretion becomes negligible. The fact that radial fluxes show a net inward flow indicates that gas particles are able to migrate between different disc annuli. This is specially true at the smaller radii which are the ones dominating the signal. Nevertheless, as shown by MCM14 for a rescaled version of g106 (see next section), most of the orbiting gas particles in the disc are non-migrators.
From these plots, it can also be seen that a simple exponential law can not explain the details of the whole gas accretion history in any of the galaxies under study. However, on average, an exponential law appears to be useful to describe fluxes over certain periods of time. This can be better applied after the first accretion episode, where average fluxes can be approximated using a linear function in the log F −t plane. In particular, the net infall evolution for galaxies g37, g106 and MW c show a slight decline of just a few times for g37 to more than an order of magnitude for g106 and MW c . In the case of M31 c , the very active merger history significantly flattens gas flows as a result of the continuous supply of material induced by mergers. It is worth recalling that M31 c does not have a dominant stellar disc at z = 0, unlike actual Andromeda, owing to the effects of late-time massive mergers .
Gas accretion rate vs. cosmic time
In this section, we focus on the analysis of the MW galaxy candidates in our sample, i.e. g106 and MW c , to study in more detail several aspects of the gas infall process as a function of cosmic time. In particular, we will present results for a rescaled version of g106 as originally discussed by MCM13. After downscaling the disc radius of g106 by a factor of 1.67 and adjusting its rotational velocity at the solar radius to be 220 km s −1 , these authors obtained a model galaxy -dubbed g106r-with a series of dynamical and morphological features closely matching the MW, which include, a central bar, spiral arms and consistent gas-to-total-mass and B/T ratios, among other properties. For MW c , only global MW disc properties are qualitatively reproduced, but in this case no fine-tuning is performed to the resulting galaxy output at the end of the simulation.
Evidence for an exponential law
One of the ingredients of CEMs for the MW is the parametrization of its gas accretion history. To probe this, we use our MW galaxy candidates as a proxy to shed light on the evolution of gas accretion in the Galaxy. We compute accretion rates in units of solar masses per year by multiplying gas fluxes by their corresponding surface areas. At late times, the vertical component accounts for most of the material coming from outside the disc, whereas radial fluxes mostly measures inward/outward flows within it. Therefore, the evolution of vertical accretion mainly quantifies the amount of material being incorporated into the system at any given time. Fig. 9 shows the vertical infall (top panels) and net (bottom panels) gas accretion rates vs. cosmic time for our two MW galaxy candidates. At early times, accretion rates start to increase reaching its maximum after a few gigayears and then decline towards net values of about 0.3 − 1 M yr −1 at the present day. We note that current rates measured at the virial radius of simulated MW-like galaxies are of the order of 3 − 5 M yr −1 (e.g., Joung et al. 2012; Nuza et al. 2014 ). If we assume that star-forming material accretes on to the disc at the typical rates found, the latter suggest that the efficiency of gas that is able to cool down and/or travel into the innermost regions of the Galaxy is about 6 − 30%.
Both the top and bottom panels of Fig. 9 show very active accretion at early times leading to a more gentle decline afterwards. As mentioned in the previous section, an exponential function alone is not able to describe the complexity of the whole gas accretion history of the galaxies. However, it can be safely taken as an average during certain periods of time (see solid lines). This is specially evident at t 4 Gyr for g106r. For MW c , a similar behaviour is observed, although the more active merger history of this galaxy makes the evolution more complicated. An example of this is given by the two close 'intermediate' mergers occurring at t ∼ 6 − 8 Gyr, which have a sensible effect in the accretion curve (see blue arrows). In this galaxy, accretion rates start to systematically decline at somewhat longer times, i.e. t 5 Gyr. During these more quiet accretion periods, stellar discs have the chance to steadily grow without suffering significant perturbations, conversely to what happens during the early-infall episodes (e.g., Scannapieco et al. 2015) .
The exponential fits shown in Fig. 9 indicate that the latetime accretion in our MW candidates takes places in timescales of τ ∼ 5 − 7 Gyr which, according to the fiducial disc's scale height adopted, would correspond to thin-disc-like structures in the simulations. These values can be compared with general assumptions of CEMs. In these models, thin disc formation timescales are usually Figure 11 . Accretion decay timescale of gas vs. disc radius for our MW candidates g106r and MW c (solid symbols). Results obtained from the vertical infall (left-hand panels) and net accretion (right-hand panels) rates are shown. The minimum time, t 0 , used to perform the fits is indicated in each panel. For comparison, the linear approximation of Chiappini et al. (2001) for r > 4 kpc is also shown. within a range of 5 − 7 Gyr, with associated accretion rate values of 0.4 − 1 M yr −1 at the present day (Chiappini 2009; Kubryk et al. 2015) . These values are entirely consistent with our late-time accretion results within the error bars.
Inside-out disc formation
As shown in previous sections, when integrating over the whole galaxy evolution, star-forming material is preferentially accreted in the central regions, eventually producing radially-growing discs. This 'inside-out' formation of the Galaxy is modelled in some CEMs under simplifying assumptions; generally adopting a radially-increasing accretion timescale for the thin disc (see e.g. Romano et al. 2000; Chiappini et al. 1997 Chiappini et al. , 2001 Chiappini 2009 ). In this way, it is possible to form stellar populations in the external regions of the disc later than in the inner parts. To study this further, we split the accretion rate evolution of our MW galaxy candidates in radial bins of width 2 kpc both for the vertical infall and net accretion components. Then, exponential fits are performed to compute the timescale as a function of radius. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 10 for the vertical infall. All fits are done only for the late-time declining part of the accretion evolution as discussed in previous section. As expected, the resulting τ D (R) timescales bracket the disc-averaged ones shown in the top panels of Fig. 9 .
In Fig. 11 we present one of the main results of our paper. This figure shows the decay timescale of the disc component of our MW candidates in the infall (left-hand panels) and net (righthand panels) accretion components for different radial bins. Results using a minimum cosmic time of t 0 = 4 Gyr (top panels) and t 0 = 5 Gyr (bottom panels) are presented. These values correspond to the transition time separating the more violent and smoother accretion regimes of g106r and MW c , respectively. For comparison, the linear approximation for the variation of τ D (R) in the thin-disc postulated by Chiappini et al. (2001) in their CEM is also shown. Note that this approximation is only valid for distances r > 4 kpc from the disc centre. Overall, we obtain similar trends between infall and net cases for the two galaxies under study. For t 0 = 4 Gyr, g106r exhibits an increase with radius as expected for an inside-out formation scenario of the disc, although less pronounced than assumed in the CEM of Chiappini et al. (2001) . Interestingly, MW c shows a downturn in the central regions, albeit inverting the trend at larger radii. This is somewhat expected since at t 5 Gyr gas accretion in MW c has not reached its maximum, thus flattening the evolution and increasing the corresponding timescales. If, instead, t 0 = 5 Gyr is used, we get similar trends than obtained for g106r in the vertical infall and net cases. Similarly, when t 0 = 5 Gyr is adopted for g106r, original trends are also affected as the resulting timescales are more sensitive to fluctuations in the evolution of gas accretion.
From these plots, we can conclude that, during the more gentle, late-time decay phase of gas accretion, galaxy discs in our MW galaxy candidates are built in qualitative agreement with assumptions of CEMs of the Galaxy. However, this type of assembly strongly depends on the particular evolution history of the systems. A very active merger and/or gas accretion history can, in fact, significantly affect these trends. This is the case of M31 c , where the growing stellar disc has been almost completely destroyed as a result of a late-time merger . On the other hand, despite showing a quiet late-time evolution, the roughly constant accretion rate of g37 after t = 6 Gyr, produces a similar result; even in the presence of an already existing stellar disc. More details concerning these two galaxies are given in Appendix B.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We made an extensive analysis of gas fluxes on to the rotationallysupported stellar component of four different simulated galaxies focusing on two MW candidates, dubbed MW c and g106r. The former is the MW galaxy candidate of Nuza et al. (2014) , whereas the latter is a rescaled version of the g106 galaxy of Martig et al. (2012) following MCM13 and MCM14. The simulations are consistent with a ΛCDM universe, use two different codes and setups and have been extensively tested to study the properties of galaxies similar to the MW. The different numerical techniques, SN feedback implementations and resolutions allow us to assess the robustness of the results.
The motivation for our work was to understand whether the assumptions of CEMs for gas infall patterns fueling SF in galaxy discs are consistent with the results of cosmological simulations that naturally include mass accretion, satellite interactions and mergers in an expanding universe. Nevertheless, these are not the only factors determining the SFR of a galaxy, as feedback effects are able to drive galactic winds and fountains affecting different regions of the disc in a unique way, both in terms of radius and height of the disc. Using the simulations, we obtained some general trends that are consistent with our current understanding of the MW evolution from CEMs, albeit not free from the complexities inherent to the physics of galaxy formation. Our main results are discussed below:
• All our galaxies show an early, high and rapidly decaying accretion phase -specially at the smallest radii-and a weaker, more gentle evolution at late times. We found that the latter is specially important for the formation of a rotationally-supported galaxy stellar disc as demonstrated by our simulations. Our analysis shows that gas accretion is a complex process, greatly influenced by details in the formation history of galaxies, which ultimately determine their fate and morphological type. Environmental effects could also play a role (see e.g. Creasey et al. 2015) ; although a larger sample of galaxies would be needed to properly quantify its importance in MW-like systems.
• When time-integrating disc gas fluxes in the vertical and radial directions, we found that infalling mass per unit area exponentially decays with radius as already shown by Peek et al. (2008) . However, actual profiles often show irregularities difficult to reproduce by a simple function, specially for net infall patterns. In three of our four galaxies, net vertical infall profiles beyond the optical radius decrease significantly suggesting that SF may be less efficient at those radii. Conversely, radial profiles tend to flatten, indicating that most of the material being accreted at large distances is mainly located within the plane of the rotating gaseous discs.
• The fact that a net inward flux is present in our simulations indicates that a fraction of the available gas is able to migrate between different radial bins. According to MCM14 its fraction amounts to about 20 − 30 %. This effect is more important for the smallest disc radii, reaching its maximum at early times, and may have significant consequences for CEMs neglecting radial flows at these times and locations. At intermediate radial distances (including the solar neighborhood), we found small -but nonzero-net inward flows that might also have an impact on galaxy metallicity gradients if not properly accounted for. Moreover, during merger events, our simulations show that net radial flows are boosted by a significant amount, possibly affecting metallicity patterns at intermediate distances due to some degree of radial mixing. However, the analysis of chemical abundances, and their associated temporal and spatial trends, is out of the scope of this paper and further work is needed to conclude on these issues.
• We found that a single exponential law cannot reproduce the complexities of gas accretion history, although it can provide a reasonable approximation to the mean during certain periods. This is specially evident at late-times in our MW galaxy candidates, where infall patterns decline with cosmic time. More importantly, postulating a dependence on gas accretion with radius, such that the innermost galaxy regions present higher accretion rates compared to the outskirts, appears to be a plausible assumption. In particular, we found that accretion timescales in simulated thin-disc-like structures belonging to our MW candidates follow a similar trend than postulated in CEMs (see e.g., Romano et al. 2000; Chiappini et al. 2001; Chiappini 2009 ); although numerically not entirely consistent. This behaviour goes in line with the so-called insideout formation of the thin-disc in the Galaxy. We stress, however, that this scenario may not be valid for all galaxies as their specific merger and gas accretion histories could have a strong impact on these trends, as it is shown in the case of M31 c and g37 simulated galaxies (see Appendix B).
On-going and future surveys will provide an enourmous amount of information leading to a detailed description of properties in our Galaxy. This will allow us to better trace its formation history, improve both chemical evolution and galaxy formation models, and help us to better identify their joint strengths and weaknesses. Figure A1 . Vertical infall and net accretion rates vs. cosmic time (upper panels) and disc radius (lower panels) for the MW candidate g106r computed at three different elevations above the disc plane.
within the inside-out disc formation scenario is not straightforward. To illustrate this, in Fig. A2 we show the analogue of Fig. 10 for the case of the M31 c and g37 simulated galaxies. All fits are performed after the more rapid accretion period at early times, which roughly corresponds to t > 6 Gyr for these two galaxies. As seen in the plots, exponential fits in the logṀ z − t plane show a transition from positive slopes to flatter ones as a function of disc radius. This means that, although globally rates mildly decline or stay roughly constant with time, they actually increase exponentially during the late-time phase for the innermost radial bins. This is in sharp contrast to the behaviour observed in our MW candidates. For a galaxy like M31 c , which is undergoing an active merging phase that completely disrupts the existing stellar disc at late-times, this is expected. However, despite of having a very quiet merger history, g37 displays a similar behaviour; even in the presence of a stellar disc. This is mainly due to the formation of a strong bar at late-times as it can be seen, for instance, in the upper-right panel of Fig. 5 for r 2 kpc. Moreover, at t 10 Gyr, material is also accreted at significant rates for the largest radii (see upper-left panel of Fig. 4) . As a result, these features significantly affect the way these specific discs form and evolve. Figure A2 . Vertical infall rate vs. cosmic time split in radial bins for the g37 and M31 c simulated galaxies. Red solid lines show exponential fits obtained after t 0 = 6 Gyr.
